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About This Game

A serial killer is terrorizing the streets of Victorian London, and private investigator Sydney Emerson has hit a new low between
finding lost dogs and receiving alleyway beatings. A turn of events sees Sydney forgoing his selfish nature and thrusting himself

into perilous and increasingly surreal situations, treading a fine line between dreams and reality.

Explore the foggy streets of Victorian London in all its decadence and depravity, searching the slums, taverns, brothels and even
Sydney’s abstract dreamscapes for clues, while meeting a host of interesting, insane and eccentrically British characters along

the way.

Features

•A noir adventure laced with adult themes and dark humour.
•A faithful recreation of Victorian London, from decadence to depravity.

•Classic point and click gameplay in the vein of the LucasArts games of yore.
•Explore Sydney’s surreal dream-world for clues.

•Follow the trail of a killer, or drink until you vomit at the pub.
•Original soundtrack blends film noir and traditional Victorian instruments.
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Title: The Slaughter: Act One
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Brainchild
Publisher:
Brainchild
Release Date: 28 Jan, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.8 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT/s 4xx or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 350 MB available space

English
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what a great scary game to play. This is a truly original game.

From the upgrades through the graphics and on into the music, I love it.

It starts slow and is, just for reference, incredibly tough. It gets easier as you get into the higher levels of upgrades, and I yelled
in frustration a little, but it ended up a great game.

The level of difficulty is pretty intense, though.. i change my vote from bad to GOOD :) its one of those hard to describe games
that i cant explain why i like it so much. theres not much graphics to it, but its deffently video gamey. reminds me of the old
super nintendo days maybe? if it wasnt for the multiplayer and no chat or communication going on. i'd vote it down. but the chat
window makes me feel not alone. its good to know im not alone... even if i dont talk to them. and its very busy lately....lots of
people running around. fun!!! i think you should give it a try...and hey look... its free to play, so why not?. It's got a hell of alot
of problems, but it's also really fun to play. Can't wait til they fix some of the stuff that's wrong with it. Like if you could load
saves that would be lit.. This game is the best superhero game I've played so far, especially for fans of the golden-silver age of
comic books.. Print pizza, be a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in space, deliver pizza.

Fun game, well worth the price tag.

\u1566( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)\u1564
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Sigh Creator why did you cancel it this game is really fun like the ALTS are awsome plus I AM WAITING FOR STORY AND
ONLINE
. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. I was given a hard copy of this game at least 10 years ago...
A couple of PC upgrades later, that hard copy would no longer run on my PC.

I love this game. There's just so much you can be doing, from piracy to controlling the market to building a city or nearby area.

Long story short, I'm glad to see this game on Steam.

9/10

The one thing, I'd like, that this game doesn't have is mods.

And that's what the Steam Community does best so I'm hopeful.. Is this a good game? No.

Is this a good Metroidvania? Yes.

Here are my pros\/cons:

Pros
- Amazing music.
- Really strong MV elements. Great exploration. Plenty of ability-gated areas and backtracking in the large world map.
- Somewhat profound ending\/meaning to the game.
- Items to pick up don't disappear.

Cons
- Clunky movement and platforming. No directly diagonal jump (can only jump up then move in air, or move on ground then
jump), some platforms seem to extend longer than they appear, some things don't look like platforms and you'll unexpectedly
land on them.
- Clunky combat. Inconsistent hitboxes (see flying skulls and jellyfish. Basically same enemy, but hitboxes are wayyyy
different). The movement issues listed above affect combat (bad jumping to avoid damage, landing on wrong platforms, etc)
- On one occasion UI got in the way of a platform needing to be carefully jumped on.
- Major balance issues (some enemies seem too burdensome to deal with, damage from off-screen\/falling onto damage, some
bosses are either extremely easy or frustratingly difficult, etc).

Overall, I'm glad I played the game. I'd suggest it for any MV fan. For the variety gamer? YMMV. Just be prepared for some
frustration, but not by design. Game is just really rough around the edges, but worth a play.. Great fun local and online already,
and the potential to be even better. This Early Access version is missing a bit of content (gamemodes), but the foundations for
the game is already incredibly solid, simplistic and downright fun. If you want to play a game with up to 8 people, has heaps of
fun and the potential to be among the best of party games, look no further!. My favourite childhood game is back! :D. Good
wedding story in a King's Quest style.. Gyromancer is a new take on the traditional puzzle game. There is a collector's aspect to
it, where you can find new creature to use in "battle", as well as a leveling system. The basic gameplay is that you can rotate a
quadrant of symbols to the right, if they create a group of three like symbols, those disappear and add to your attack points.
Once you get enough attack points for a given move, it will automatically trigger and either damage your opponent or initialize a
different effect, such as poison or lower armor.

This is a game where time doesn't matter as much as accuracy. If you make a rotation that doesn't chain symbols your
opponent's attack points significantly increase. The story is not super in depth, but I don't think it is the force that drives the
gameplay, so I am fine with it. The variety in creatures/moves makes the game semi-replayable, though you could just switch
them out often to get a feel for each one (as I did.)

Outside of the puzzle portion of the game is a game-board setup where you move your character around the board attempting to
find the goal. On the board are bosses, new creature tokens and challenges. Challenges are set boards that have a goal, and once
you reach that goal you get to move on.
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Overall I really enjoyed Gyromancer, especially for those situations where you are only playing 10-20 minutes and can't get too
involved into a game. If you are a fan of puzzle games I would definitely add this to your library, you won't be disappointed.. An
indie-er, entirely turn-based This War of Mine, with a zombie spinoff

Pros
- Good survival
- Base Management
- Permadeath (Makes survival meaningful)
- Progression trough permanent unlocks

Cons
- Windowed (about a 3rd of the screen for me on a 1920x1080p screen)
- Poor sound design, reused assets from other games
- Automatic combats, based on equipement and RNG

I'm really happy to own it, if you wanted a This War of Mine, with only one survivor and zombies, try this game !. This is a fun,
simple puzzle game. The difficulty ramps up considerably towards the end though.
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